


Kamala Harris: ‘I Support’
Oakland Mayor Who Helped
Criminal Illegal Aliens Evade
Deportation ‘100 Percent’
 

“This administration is using our tax dollars to engage in a political

game instead of what’s in the best interest of Californians,” Harris

acknowledged. What she was referring to was the Harris, Nancy

Pelosi and Jerry Brown Administration using Mexicans as a

"political game" move to add DNC voters to the poll rosters in order

to put DNC candidates in office who will stage crony deals, with

taxpayer funds, in order to put tens of millions of stock market

profits in the private bank accounts of Kamala Harris, Nancy Pelosi,

Diane Feinstein and Jerry Brown.

Most intelligent people can see through this obvious scam by Harris

and her cronies. Mexican people hate being used by her for political

profiteering at their expense. Said Jose Barrera: "Kamala is

operating under orders from her rich husband to rig policy for his

Goldman Sachs profits. She is his bitch, but we Mexican people will

not be her bitches..."

Harris, who was Willie Brown's side-chick (which has always

angered Sonya, Willie Brown's main chick) and who has a wild

dating history in California, was the only United States Attorney

General ever called out by a U.S. President (Obama) as having her

physical appearance be an asset to her job.  Harris is known as the

Consigliere of the Rat Pack of Schaaf, Boxer, Feinstein, Pelosi and

Speir (also known as "The Bitch Pack") who conspire together for

mutual profiteering and personal agendas.



by JOHN BINDER Washington, D.C.

Senator and potential 2020 Democratic

presidential candidate Kamala Harris (D-CA)

says she “100 percent” supports Oakland

Mayor Libby Schaaf’s (D) decision to help

criminal illegal aliens evade deportation ahead

of a raid by federal immigration officials.

During a fundraiser for the YMCA’s “Y for Youth Luncheon,” Harris

defended Schaaf, who made national headlines last month when she

warned criminal illegal aliens of a coming raid in Oakland by the

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency.
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Subsequently, Schaaf helped many criminal illegal aliens with sex

crime convictions, drunk driving convictions, and armed robbery

convictions escape arrest and deportation.

Harris defended Schaaf, saying “I think Mayor Schaaf is doing

exactly what she believes is in the best interest of her community,

and I support that 100 percent,” according to the San Francisco

Chronicle. The liberal senator said the Trump administration was

attempting to “roll back the clock” by enforcing federal immigration

laws.
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“This administration is using our tax dollars to engage in a political

game instead of what’s in the best interest of Californians,” Harris

said.

Harris’s defense of Schaaf’s warning to criminal illegal aliens is at

odds with a plurality of Americans who say that Attorney General

Jeff Sessions’ Department of Justice (DOJ) should prosecute Schaaf

for obstruction of justice.

A plurality of swing voters, about 40 percent, agreed that Schaaf

should be prosecuted for warning criminal illegal aliens ahead of an

ICE raid.

Most recently, Breitbart News exclusively reported how the

sanctuary state of California is likely responsible for at least 5,000

crimes that were committed by criminal illegal aliens who were

released by the state rather than being handed over to ICE agents for

deportation.

John Binder is a reporter for Breitbart News. Follow him

on Twitter at @JxhnBinder.
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